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Sensible vertical design of parking structure incorporates interior bus bays while minimizes footprint and
ecological impacts 
Landscaping design addresses the riparian wildlife and vegetation native to the area  
Materiality includes extensive uses of cast-in-place and precast concrete products for enhanced
durability and longevity 
Expansive use of concrete products, forms, and placement techniques to produce unique cast-in-place
shapes and textures

The new GO Station at Bloomington Side Road and Highway 404 is positioned to be a vital transit hub in
York Region. The final stop on the Richmond Hill line, this flagship station is designed to Metrolinx’s
industry-leading standard of incorporating public spaces into commuter stations. The sculptural building
serves as a landmark promoting commuter rail through contemporary design and construction. With the
prominent use of concrete products in various forms and finishes, the facility design delivers both aesthetic
appeal and enhanced durability. 

Special Project attributes include:

Modern amenities greet commuters in this spacious four-level station. The main features of the open and
airy design are the prominent entrance and expansive atrium. The 62 m²  main entrance is centred in its
alignment with the station. Single and double-storey inclined and flared oval columns at the main entrances
support an airplane-wing style canopy crafted with special steel-lined forms and the use of an architectural
concrete mix. The enclosed courtyard-like atrium is delicately balanced by exposed concrete and clear
glazing panels. Monolithic 75’ high cast-in-place slanted concrete columns extend from the building
foundation to the curved, cast-in-place concrete roof. The columns, along with massive concrete beams,
provide support and architectural interest. Natural light floods in through the 810 m² skylight and use of
clerestories stretching along the atrium perimeter. The fully accessible station has two elevators and
pedestrian ramps. Links to the train platform and bus terminal provide easy access and connections for GO
travellers.

Project Overview



The three-storey parking structure accommodates 760 vehicles and comes complete with a car-counting
system. The garage is divided into two wings of parking decks, each running along the interior atrium space.
The exposed concrete in the garage emphasizes the seamless integration with the station. The structure is
primarily cast-in-place concrete and was constructed using a post-tensioned concrete tendon system.
Round, oval and rectangular concrete columns are featured throughout the facility. A façade is composed of
irregular and uniquely shaped geometric precast pieces to offer an attractive and inviting finishing element.

At track level, the 12-car platform features a snow melting system, designated waiting areas, and scooter
parking. Airplane-style architectural concrete canopies were cast using lightweight concrete and integrating
heated shelters for protection and comfort. Board-formed retaining walls along the length of the platform
provide a textured concrete finish.

Outside, a covered walkway lines the surface parking lot and passenger pick-up and drop-off area. The
surface parking lot offers an additional 238 spaces. There is a bike lane and bike shelters with direct access
to the platform. A 6-bay bus loop runs through the lower level of the structure and provides local transit
connections. The exterior landscaping finishes complement hardscaping and softscaping work, including
perimeter walkways with precast concrete paving and a passenger pick-up and dropoff area of permeable
precast concrete pavers.



The Bloomington GO Station is built in a wetlands area of Ontario’s Greenbelt, the world’s largest,
protecting farmland, forests, wetlands, rivers, and lakes. Significant wildlife, including frogs, surrounds the
site. It was imperative to use sustainable construction and incorporate environmental conservation in the
station’s design to protect this sensitive habitat. The challenges posed by inherent site restrictions became
the pallet for the creative success of the project. The solution was to integrate the station building and bus
loop within the body of the parking structure to control the overall footprint. Converting a challenge into a
defining design feature protects the wetlands and enhances user experience and ecological stewardship. An
underground tunnel was created to preserve the natural frog migration paths from a nearby pond to the
wetlands. Signage provides information on the wetlands and inhabitants, and viewing benches allow
commuters a resting place to appreciate the surroundings. Designed and constructed to LEED Gold
standards, the facility includes electricity-generating solar panels, low energy LED lights, and a stormwater
management system to reuse water around the site.


